
MGM Agrees to Pay Las Vegas Shooting Victims
Up to $800-Million to Avoid Having to Go to
Trial and Being Required to Give Testimony

written by GEG | October 7, 2019

MGM, the owner of Mandalay Bay Hotel where Paddock committed the crime, has agreed to
pay up to $800-million to settle lawsuits, although it is unclear why the hotel is
liable. The most significant aspect of this settlement is that it will protect MGM from
further investigation arising form these law suits.

After 2 Years, the FBI Has Failed to Find a
Motive and Wrapped Up the Case, Yet Many
Mysteries Remain Unanswered

written by GEG | October 7, 2019
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The theory for the motive of the shooting is that Paddock was an aging man with health
and financial problems who wanted to gain infamy. It is a mystery as to why local police
waited over an hour to storm Paddock’s room. There were reports of shooting from
multiple casinos.

On the One-Year Anniversary of the Las Vegas
Mass Shooting, More Details Point to a Cover
Up

written by GEG | October 7, 2019

A former CIA officer revealed more strange circumstances that have been left unexplained
and un-investigated. For example, Brian Hodges claimed he was in the room next door to
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Paddock’s, yet he has never been questioned andhe is linked to Paddock’s girlfriend.

The Las Vegas Shooter’s Girlfriend May Have
Been Employed by the FBI – More Strange
Evidence Surfaces

written by GEG | October 7, 2019

Marilou Danley, the girlfriend of Las Vegas mass shooter Stephen Paddock, worked for the
FBI, according to her application for a loan. The database, Intelius, also shows that
Danley, an Australian national, worked at the FBI.

Las Vegas: MGM Sues Victims of Mass
Shootings and Denies Responsibility!
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MGM is claiming that a 2002 federal law extends liability protection to any company that
uses ‘anti-terrorism’ technology or services that can prevent and respond to mass
violence, and MGM hired security for the concert that was certified by the Department of
Homeland Security.  A victims’ attorney says that only the security company is protected
from liability under the federal law and MGM is still on the hook for liability. 

Las Vegas: New Video Shows Police Waiting
Around in Hallway During Mass Shooting

written by GEG | October 7, 2019

New video shows officers waiting in a hallway during the Las Vegas shooting while the
event was happening. Attorney Catherine Lombardo says that a Mandalay Bay security
officer gave testimony to the FBI on nine occasions that he was on the 32nd floor with
Officer Hendricks during the shooting, but the video shows Officer Hendricks on the 31st
floor, in yet another discrepancy in the official narrative.
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Las Vegas: New Docs Show 12 Resorts Reported
Active Shooters and Paddock Had 3 Women in
His Room

written by GEG | October 7, 2019

Las Vegas: Newly revealed records show Las Vegas Metro Police Department (LVMPD)
received thousands of emergency calls on the night of the shooting on October 1st
reporting other active shooters from numerous locations including: Luxor, Tropicana, New
York, New York, MGM, Hooters, Aria, Cosmopolitan, Miracle Mile Shopping, Bellagio,
Paris, Caesar’s Palace and Harrah’s. ‘Lone shooter’ Stephen Paddock had three women in
his room at the time of the shooting.

Las Vegas Shooting: Law Enforcement Changes
Official Story Again
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After a court ordered the publication of law enforcement documents, Las Vegas sheriff
Joe Lombardo revealed that there is an ongoing FBI case against an “individual of
federal interest” other than Stephen Paddock or his girlfriend Marilou Danley, which is
in total contradiction to the official story in which he adamantly states that Paddock
acted alone.

Las Vegas Coroner Performed Autopsies on
Only Half the 58 Victims

written by GEG | October 7, 2019

Citizen journalist, Laura Loomer, reports that only half of the 58 victims at the Las
Vegas shooting were examined by the coroner, which likely is illegal. The reason this is
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important is that proper autopsies would provide information about types of bullets,
weapons, and trajectories that might prove that there were multiple shooters.

New Mysteries Emerge from Las Vegas Mass
Shooting

written by GEG | October 7, 2019

Las Vegas: A casino security expert questions where the 40-member SWAT Team was during
the event. The city provided a lawyer with the special event permit from the city for
the outdoor concert that was filled out by hand by a Mandalay Bay corporate executive,
instead of the producer of the event that took place across the street from the hotel.
Two Mandalay Bay Hotel workers filmed themselves during the shooting, lockdown and
evacuation.

Bill Still Exposes ‘Big Fat Lies’ about the
Official Version of the Las Vegas Shooting
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A casino security guard debunks the official story of the shooting and the activities of
Jesus Campos, who was shot in the leg by Paddock. Campos’ lack of a required state
security guard card and his treatment at a Quick-care facility that cannot be confirmed
raises questions. We do not endorse Still’s petition for an investigation, but do think
he has brought to light important facts that seriously challenge the veracity of the
official story.

Las Vegas Shooter’s Brother Arrested on
Child Porn Charges
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Bruce Paddock, brother of the Las Vegas shooter, was arrested in Hollywood on 20 counts
of possession of child pornography and sexual exploitation of a child. He also
threatened to kill his friend, Hector Cruz, the owner of an auto shop where he had been
squatting.


